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MINIFESTO
Nonterior sees the designer as a narrator, who engages with the eclectic,
multi-layered experience of the contemporary world and who works this, in a
multiplicity of ways, into the realm of design. This platform will push the testing of
ideas on a real site, in a real context, with real communities, stakeholders, external
institutions and businesses. We investigate our site/s by creating large drawings
and models that investigate social, political and cultural narratives; we will then
produce well-developed design propositions that respond creatively to these new
stories. You will develop these proposals through an iterative design process and
when possible, build and test them. Outcomes might be an interior or installation,
exhibition, event, product or visitor experience. As we will be engaging with real
clients, we will adopt professional methods and working practices, seeing this as
the opportunity to start your own real-life studio practice.
Visiting guest tutors David Chambers and Claudio Esposito will contribute to
teaching on this Platform.
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TITLE: SOHO STORIES
This year the Nonterior Platform is a series of live projects. Attempting an ambitious
engagement with real-world contexts, you will each create projects that identify a
site, a real-life client and a unique opportunity to design, produce and build a spatial
experience. Your projects might inform communities; overcome social divides;
develop reputations; and increase visitor numbers or attract new audiences. By
promoting methods which are participatory, multi-layered and meaningful your
projects could potentially challenge accepted economic, social, cultural,
environmental, sustainable and democratic norms. We will be studying and
experimenting with various processes: various ways of acting on and using
the materials from the site. As a studio, our commitment will be towards testing,
making, producing, and (eventually) building a real project.

CONTEXT: SOHO
The platform will study the effects of change on one of London’s oldest and most
colourful neighbourhoods, which is going through profound architectural and
cultural transformation: Soho. The area is one of the most famous, well-known,
well-loved – even notorious – neighbourhoods in London’s West End, an
entertainment district known for its permissive attitudes. Originally developed as a
fashionable parish for the aristocracy, it has passed through many lives:
theatres, churches, high end restaurants, strip clubs and artistic organisations
jostle shoulders around its narrow and historic streets. This area is currently
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undergoing massive transformation, as part of Europe’s biggest construction
project (Crossrail). It is therefore a great time to consider how to intervene in the
site at such a crossroads in its development.

PROJECT
As each Platform member’s project will be an individual piece of work it is not
possible to provide a defined project brief, however projects will have the following
aims and objectives:
1) Each project will feature a nuanced and resolved design proposal.
2) Drawing from site research, each project will be site-specific to the context of
Soho.
3) Each proposal will respond to detailed engagement with and input from clients,
key stakeholders and professional practices.
4) While remaining fully engaged with stakeholder realities, projects will be full of
character, personality and specificity.

5) We will gain a real and grounded understanding of construction processes and
cost implications, material performance and sustainability issues.
6) We will devise ways to communicate our findings and designs to a wide range of
audiences and using various media.
7) As a Platform, we will have learned and contributed to a series of live built
projects in Central London, developing unique/individual practices informed by the
realities of construction.

ACTIVITIES
The work of the platform will be organised into distinct areas of activity that will
take place over three terms.
Autumn term work will involve two activities:
Research Book: Local intelligence – You will make your own research book about
Soho, your chosen site and your area of interest. Your books will investigate the site
and reveal the local intelligence embedded within it from a variety of perspectives,
identifying issues, stories, questions, insights or potential opportunities. Potential
areas of research could be:
Changing physical/contextual/urban situation on site.
Patterns of occupation, economy and use.
Historical, cultural & social analysis.
Narrative Artefact – Drawing from the wealth of source material on site, your work
at this stage will distil many of the unique stories, characteristics and predicaments
found in Soho and around your site, into a complex, narrative artefact. This element
will therefore communicate the material and conceptual narrative or strategy of
your project. Where much commercial design sees narrative, ornament, and
character as potentially superfluous elements of design, your projects will reveal
how such elements can communicate and give life to design propositions.
The Spring term will be concerned with developing the design proposal whilst
Summer term work will focus on creating presentation material for display in
‘Show 2020’.

READING LIST
Books
Graphic Anatomy, Atelier Bow Wow
The Eyes of the Skin_ Architecture and the Senses, Juhani Pallasmaa
Basics: Architecture Construction and Materiality, Lorraine Farrelly

Material Design: Informing Architecture by Materiality, Thomas Schröpfer
Handbook of Detailing: The Graphic Anatomy of Construction, Ralph W. Liebing
Superuse, Ed van Hinte, Césare Peeren, Jan Jongert
Who Builds Your Architecture: A Critical Field Guide, WBYA
Cradle to Cradle - Remaking the Way We Make Things, McDonough, Braungart
Folk Archive, Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane
Good Deeds, Good Design: Community Service Through Architecture,Bryan Bell
Short Stories: London in Two-and-a-half Dimensions, CJ Lim
Experiencing Architecture, Steen Eiler Rasmussen
Species of Spaces and Other Pieces, Georges Perec
Nobson, Paul Noble
Articles, Pamphlets, Essays
LGBTQ_cultural_infrastructure_in_London_nightlife_venues_2006_to_the_present
LGBTQI_nightlife_in_London_from_1986_to_the_present_-_interim_findings
Sex, Death And Shopping_ The Soho Tour _ Londonist
The slow death of Soho_ farewell to London's sleazy heartland _ Music _ The Guardian
UP7-WEB
Rotor_ the Life and Death of Buildings Blueprint 07.2014
MResthesis_ColinRose_Miningtheconstructionprocess
Research Paper_Reclaiming Amsterdam_Role of discarded materials in design
Interview with Robert Smithson July 1972
Interview with Robert Smithson March 1968
Immobile_Recycling the Citroen 2CV as Housing
Design to reinterpret vacant spaces.
A Second Life for Contemporary Ruins: Temporary Adaptive Reuse Strategies of
Interior

PLATFORM PAIRING
This Platform is paired with Interior Futures.

